
 

    Presentation and facilitation skills

     Cultural exchange in local schools

  Insightful dialogue with students

 

Training: 16 Sept 2023 1pm-3pm

Volunteering: Sept - Dec 2023

@ICEHongKong @InterCulturalEducationicehongkong.com

 

 

         Get to know ICE and the team

        Meet other Global Cultural       

        Ambassadors from around the    

        world!

 

13 Sept 2023 6pm-8pm

 

 

               Celebratory Dinner

               Collection of certificates 

 

TBC

ABOUT US
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TIMELINE FOR TRAINING 
& VOLUNTEERING:

B E  A  C U L T U R A L  S H A R E R  A N D  L E A R N E R  I N  A  G L O B A L I S E D  H O N G  K O N G

*Please note that  some of  the dates are not  f inal ised 
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Meeting individuals from different
backgrounds

Interactive activities with
local HK students

Sharing the uniqueness of 
different cultures

Inter  Cul tural  Educat ion ( ICE) is a social  enterpr ise commits to connect people to understand the wor ld and
nurture global  minds for  a bet ter  tomorrow by providing a safe plat form for cross-cul tural  d ia logue and global
learning.  Since 2010, we have impacted 50,000+ students and worked wi th people f rom 100+ countr ies.  

Are you an incoming international student? Feeling excited about the journey
you are about to embark upon? And looking for ways to connect with other

students? Our Global Cultural Ambassador Scheme will definitely be your first
opportunity to explore Hong Kong.

 
Our ambassador scheme starts off with an orientation for the new incoming
international university students. You will have the opportunity to get in touch

with local and other international students.
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Orientation + Get to Know Training + 2 Volunteering sessions Closure Event

Scan and Join us!!

 

Application Deadline: 10 Sept 2023



@ICEHongKong @InterCulturalEducationicehongkong.com

TESTIMONIALS AND PHOTOS 
OF GLOBAL CULTURAL AMBASSADOR IN PAST 2 YEARS

PHOTO HIGHTLIGHT

"Interacting with Hong Kong secondary
school students and fellow members

from different countries within the ICE
family was a wonderful experience. It

was exciting to engage in cultural
exchanges, learn from each other, and

discover fascinating aspects of 
various cultures." 

 
- Deborah from Myanmar

Online sharing about the earthquake
by Betul (EduHK) and Yunus (CityU) 

Lena (HKBU) from Cameroon joining a
Global Dialgue session

Saki (CUHK) from Japan comparing
Japan and Chinese poems

"Enrolling as a Global Cultural Ambassador was definitely an unforgettable experience. The
team is passionate, warm, and always dynamic, which only creates positive experiences for

both guests and students. I met countless people from different cultural backgrounds,
allowing me to expand my knowledge of the world while exploring new aspects of my own

culture and sharing it with others. Through their meaningful lessons about the world, I
started to explore my own interest for teaching and involve myself more in ICE, and it

inspired me to follow the path of learning and sharing. 

My stay in Hong Kong as a university student is now full of treasured memories that I
compiled through this program and I am sincerely grateful for this opportunity. Thank you

from the bottom of my heart ICE's team!"  - Justine from Réunion

ICE has recently produced a new radio programme under radio station RTHK's
Community Involvement Broadcasting Service (CIBS) where we invited Mohit
from Nepal and Kazumi from Japan, our Global Cultural Ambassadors, to each
participate in an episode of the radio show.

Mohit and Kazumi shared about a festival in their home country as well as some
fond memories celebrating it. We had a lot of fun curating the episodes with them
and chatting with them in a professional recording studio!  Hearing their voices
and stories on the radio made us so proud and we were so happy to 
share this experience with them! 

NATIONALITIES 

of volunteer ing 
at  school  programmes

Deborah (HKBU) from Myanmar Justine (HKBU) from Réunion sharing
in CUHK I-Lounge session

Jason (HKU) from Indonesia sharing
about Chinese-indonesian identity

160 HOURS

and
more.. .


